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Background
For protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks in yeast 
and human, it was shown that proteins of the same age 
tend to interact more 1.
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Goal
The goal of this project is 

to explore if gene interaction preference for genes 
with similar age holds in gene regulatory networks

 (GRNs), 

in particular in those that describe direct regulatory 
interaction (transcription factor-target gene).



Gene regulatory networks
GRNs are composed of: 

- nodes are the genes and their regulators
- edges are the regulatory relationships between the nodes

It is usually represented mathematically as an oriented graph.
GRNs models regulatory interactions (indirect, not physical!).
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Data (adjacency lists):

- Yeast GRN — full transcriptional regulatory network 2, 3 (Tnet)
- Mouse GRN — manually curated database 4 (TRRUST v2)
- Human GRN — manually curated database 4 (TRRUST v2)

Data contain the list of links between transcription factors (TF) and 
corresponding target genes (TG). All edges have been 
experimentally confirmed earlier.



1. GRNs structure
Yeast

➔ Total genes number: 4 441.

➔ Interactions number: 12 873.

➔ Contains only transcription 
factors and their targets.

➔ Average number of interaction 
for nodes: 2.8987.

➔ Total genes number: 2 456.

➔ Interactions number: 7 057.

➔ Contains transcription factors, 
their targets and mode of 
regulation.

➔ Average number of interaction 
for nodes: 2.6425.

➔ Total genes number: 2 862.

➔ Interactions number: 8 427.

➔ Contains transcription factors, 
their targets and mode of 
regulation.

➔ Average number of interaction 
for nodes: 2.9444.

Mouse Human
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Protein age classes 5 (downloaded from github) were translated into gene age 
classes using protein-gene name matching from YeastGenome and UNIPROT 
databases.
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2. Protein into gene age classes

Yeast
●age classes are available for 
5 000 proteins.
●After mapping:

●age classes are available for 
19 950 proteins.
●After mapping:

●age classes are available for 
20 331 proteins.
●After mapping:

Mouse Human

https://github.com/marcottelab/Gene-Ages/tree/master/Main
http://yeastgenome.org
https://www.uniprot.org/help/uniprotkb


2.1. Results for Yeast GRN
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2.2. Results for Mouse GRN
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2.3. Results for Human GRN
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The gene ages calculated from the protein ages gave different results for human 
and mouse and yeast GRNs. We decided to use the gene ages from the 
GenOrigin 6 database for Yeast GRN parameters calculation.
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3. GenOrigin age classes

Yeast
●age classes are available for 
6 600 genes.
●After mapping:

We used the GenOrigin phylogenetic tree to 
convert a numerical age into an age class.

http://genorigin.chenzxlab.cn/#!/
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Heatmaps:



We used a phylostratigraphy approach 7 to determine 
the yeast genes age in GRN.

BLASTx:

- iTOL tree 8 (leave only Eukaryotes, for truncate the 
swiss db);

- truncated Swiss-prot database (94 268 sequences);
- e-value 10-3.
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4. Phylostratigraphy

The database 
class structure:
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4.1. Phylostratigraphy results for Yeast GRN



Conclusion
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Preliminary analysis shows a more complex age structure of the 
yeast gene regulatory network than in mice or human GRNs.

We plan to blast GRN genes to a fine-grained tree with more 
uniform representation of nodes across gene classes.

All code and data is available on GitHub page:
github.com/Freddsle/age_patterns

http://github.com/Freddsle/age_patterns
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